Many surfaces eroded by ion-sputtering have been observed to develop morphologies which are either periodic, or rough and non-periodic. We have introduced a discrete stochastic model that allows to interpret these experimental observations within a unified framework. A simple periodic pattern characterizes the initial stages of the surface evolution, whereas the later time regime is consistent with self-affine scaling. The continuum equation describing the surface height is a noisy version of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation.
INTRODUCTION
Surface erosion by ion-sputtering is a phenomenon in which a surprisingly rich variety of surface morphologies are generated, depending on experimental conditions [1] . Topography features can be found at all length scales, and from the technological point of view it is very important to understand the mechanisms by which they are formed, and thus gain control on the final morphology of the bombarded samples. On a more fundamental level, the different morphologies observed constitute interesting examples of pattern formation [2] and rough surfaces [3] in non-equilibrium phenomena, where there exists an interesting interplay between mechanisms of deterministic and stochastic natures.
Both types of morphologies (e. g. periodic surfaces and rough surfaces) have been long known to occur in the bombardment of amorphous targets at low energies. Specifically, in many cases a pattern is generated consisting of a ripple structure [4] , aligned in directions either parallel to or perpendicular to that of the bombarding beam of ions. On the other hand, one also finds in similar experimental conditions that the surfaces generated are rough and thus display self-affine scaling at long distances and long times [5] . An outstanding question is then how to reconcile these observations with the formation of the periodic ripple structure.
In this work we report on the introduction [6] of a discrete stochastic model that allows to understand the formation of a periodic pattern and the kinetic roughening of the bombarded surface in an unified framework. We argue that the continuum equation describing the evolution of the model interface is a noisy version of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (KS) equation. The deterministic KS equation [7] appears very frequently in studies of pattern formation, and is considered as a paradigm of spatiotemporal chaos [2] . In the KS system, an initially flat surface evolves into an almost periodic morphology. At later stages, the surface roughens in a fashion consistent with the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang [8] universality class (for a one dimensional interface) [10] . In our case, the relevant continuum equation differs from the deterministic KS in the presence of a noise term taking into account the stochastic nature processes occurring in the system. Nevertheless, the qualitative behavior is identical with that just described, thus permitting to understand the formation of the ripple structure and of the rough surfaces in the ion-sputtered system as different stages of a same dynamical evolution.
PHYSICAL MECHANISMS IN ION-SPUTTERING
Here we discuss briefly the main physical mechanisms determining the evolution of an amorphous target bombarded with low energy ions (typically with kinetic energies around 1-10 keV).
As established long ago by Sigmund [11] , the sputtering is induced by cascades of collisions among the atoms of the solid, triggered by the incoming ions along a finite penetration path inside the target. These collisions may eventually affect an atom living at the surface, which may be ejected leading to the sputtering event proper. The value of the average penetration depth a depends chiefly on the ion/target atom mass ratio and the energy of the ions. A typical value for a is 100 Ä. On the other hand, at the energies considered, the cascades of collisions are sufficiently large to involve many atoms (the spatial extent of the cascades is also of the order of 100 Ä), but sufficiently small to be accurately described by the linear cascade theory of [11] , where binary collisions are supposed to take place between one atom at rest and one atom in motion. This approach describes rather succesfully the phenomenology for rates of erosion, etc. In this description, the velocity of erosion at one point of the surface can be taken to be proportional to the total amount of energy that it gains form all the collisions, thus being proportional to the amount of target solid surrounding that point. As noticed by Sigmund and later ellaborated on by Bradley and Harper [12] , this leads to an instability in the system, since the bottom of troughs will be eroded faster than the peaks of crests. Phenomenologically, on the other hand, it is known that the velocity at which the surface recedes at a point depends also on the value of the slope of the surface there. This is a surface effect which goes beyond the approximations made in the linear cascade theory, where an infinite medium is assumed. A finite medium has the effect of a lower velocity of erosion, which is usually described by a lower sputtering yield Y(if), defined as the number of eroded atoms divided by the number of bombarding ions. In practice, at any given point on the surface, Y(ip) depends on the angle of incidence p> of the ions trajectories to the normal direction at that point. The smaller ip is, the closer is Y(>p) to the linear cascade prediction. If ip increases from zero, there's a finite maximum value for the yield, beyond which more and more ions are reflected by the surface itself, and when ip = 90° one has Y((p = 90°) = 0. For a generic point on the interface, the normal direction will not coincide with the normal to the uneroded surface, but will be determined by the value of the slope there.
There exists a physical mechanism that counterbalances the instability existing in the erosion mechanism described above. This is surface diffusion, which tends to smooth out surface features. Surface diffusion is activated by temperature, and in many cases (as typically for surfaces grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy) can be considered as minimizing a chemical potential proportional to the surface curvature [13] . This approach is possible in a coarse grained description of the system [14], as the one we pursue here, in which the unit length is set by the finite penetration depth (or the spatial extent of the cascades), and therefore goes beyond the individual atoms.
In the above discussion, additional effects have been neglected, such as the shadowing of some surface features over others and redeposition of the eroded material. These assumptions have been shown to be consistent with the early stages of the surface evolution [4] : the late roughening is again consistent with them. Finally, to model the sputtering phenomena, one has to take into account that in general the ion beam fluctuates in time and space. This can be described by assuming that at each time step (through which the average flux is implicitly fixed) a dynamical process takes place at a randomly chosen location along the interface. 
DISCRETE MODEL
To define our model, we introduce two dynamical rules, one to account for erosion and one to account for surface diffusion. The model for the case of 1 + 1 dimensions is defined on a square lattice of lateral size L, with periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal direction. The initial interface is a horizontal line separating occupied sites (below) from empty sites (above). We choose randomly a site i at the interface where i = 1,..., L. The chosen site is subject to erosion with probability p, or to diffusion with probability 1 -p, where the rules are as follows:
, where h { is the height of the interface at site i, and apply the erosion rule with probability Y(<p), as given in Fig. la . To erode, we count the number of occupied neighbors inside a square box of size 3x3 lattice spacings centered in the chosen site i (box rule). We empty the site with an erosion probability p e proportional to the number of occupied cells in the box (see Fig.  16 ). Thus the box rule favors the erosion of troughs as compared to the peaks of crests, and therefore is the source of the instability in the ion-sputtered system.
(ii) Surface Diffusion (probability 1-p)-A diffusive move of the particle i to a nearest neighbor column is attempted with hopping probability to,--»/ = ll 4-exp (AHi^f/k B T)\ , where Afl^f is the energy difference between the final and initial states of the move.
Following [14], we choose H = (J/2) Y,(i,j)(k -hjf.
The above model can be generalized in a straightforward way to the physical two dimensional case. We expect the results to be qualitatively similar to the one dimensional case discussed below. An additional ingredient in 2+1 dimensions is the anisotropy between the two substrate directions induced by the bombarding beam. This can be accounted for by imposing a finite angle of incidence, assumed in the above to be zero. For illustration, we show in Fig. 2 the result of two-dimensional simulations in which we have set Y(ip) = 1. In Fig. la an isotropic box rule has been used, while in Fig. lb the box does not count the number of neighbors in one of the two directions. Therefore, the surface only presents ripples with wavevector parallel to that direction in which the neighbors are counted in the corresponding box rule. 
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where h(x,t) is the height of the interface at position x and time t, v is a negative surface tension coefficient, K is a positive coefficient that accounts for the surface diffusion, and T/(x,t) is a Gaussian noise with short range correlations and strength 2D, that accounts for the fluctuations in the ion beam. The functional fy[h] takes into account the contribution of nonlinear terms, which appear in the equation of motion due to the effect of Y(<p), itself a nonlinear function of the local slope V6 = tamp [16] . These nonlinear effects are triggered at later times by the large slopes built in by the instability, so that eventually the interface results in a rough morphology (Fig. 36) . In Fig. 46 , we present the time evolution of the total interface width W(t) = (I" 1 Ef=i(^'W ~W)) 2 ) 1/2 ( the brackets denote an average over realizations of the noise). We observe a first scaling regime [17] W(t) ~ i ft , with ßi = 0.38 ± 0.03, consistent with the linear MBE equation [13, 14] (which is (1) with v = f Y = 0). This regime is followed by unstable erosion (ß 2 > 0.5). For later stages, we find ß 3 = 0.23 ± 0.03, consistent with the scaling of the EW equation [18] (Eq. (1) with K = f Y = 0, and v > 0), after which a crossover to ß 4 = 0.28 ± 0.03 is found. Finally, the width saturates due to the finite size of the system. Note that the value of the growth exponent for the KPZ equation is /3 K pz = 1/3 [8] . As we see in Fig. 46 , there is a long crossover time from EW to KPZ behavior, responsible for the difference between /? 4 and ßxpz, and for the narrow window in which ß 4 is observed-we find that the width of this window increases systematically with L. A similar phenomenon is well known to occur in the [10] . At saturation, S(k) displays the small momenta behavior S(k, t) ~ k~2 (Fig. 4a) , consistent with the scaling of both the EW and KPZ universality classes. To determine if a KPZ nonlinearity is present in Eq. (1), we compute the mean velocity v(m) of the interface in the saturated regime as a function of an average tilt m = (Vh) imposed by using helical boundary conditions. If we assume that the relevant nonlinearity in (1) is of the KPZ type, then fy[h] = (A/2)(V/i) . Taking spatial and noise averages in (1), v = v 0 + (A/2)m 2 , where t; 0 is the velocity of the untilted interface [19] . The parabolic shape of v{ra) obtained in our simulations (see Fig.  5 ) leads to the conclusion that the long time and long distance behavior of the model falls into the KPZ universality class. Moreover, the continuum equation describing the model ion-sputtered surfaces is the noisy KS equation
To compare the dynamics of (2) with those obtained for the discrete model, we have integrated numerically Eq. (2) in 1 + 1 dimensions [6] . We obtain the same crossover behavior for (2) as for the discrete model. Consistent with these numerical findings, the late scaling of Eq. (2) has been shown through a renormalization-group calculation [9] to be that of the KPZ equation in 1 + 1 and 2+1 dimensions. Also, recently Eq. (2) has been derived for the present model through a master equation approach [20] .
Finally, we compare the results of the model with observations of recent experiments. The experimental development of a ripple structure [4] is well understood in terms of the unstable linear theory of ion-sputtering describing the early stages of the time evolution of the model presented here. Moreover, the model predicts that in the late regime the large slopes generated by the unstable growth trigger the action of nonlinearities which stabilize the surface. The nonlinearity we find is of the KPZ type, consistent with the experimental observation of KPZ scaling reported by Eklund et al. [5] . To confirm the above picture, it would be of interest to study experimentally if both regimes do effectively take place in the time evolution of the same physical system.
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